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My magic potion will save 10% of your fuel bill…
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Really?

But the experts say so…

(IMO, University of …, a website, 

a high-gloss journal, …)
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Generally no first-hand experience & not peer-reviewed

We quote someone who reported…

(If you say it three times, it’s true.)
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How much does it save? – Hm, …

Ideally look at 

each case…
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But that costs money in itself…
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… who has money for that?

Can’t we just take 

a publication?
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True Lies - Or common tricks (or traps) of the trade

True Lie #1: “Up to…” (20% = 5% typically)

True Lie #2: 8% better (than the worst)

True Lie #3: 5% (@ design point, 1% across the operational profile)

True Lie #4: 5% (for a bulk carrier, 0% for a containership)

True Lie #5: 20% (of the wind resistance = <1% of total fuel bill)

True Lie #6: 10% after conversion (where 8% are due to hull & prop cleaning)

True Lie #7: 5% (as proven in model tests; 1% at full scale)

Never let truth get in the way 

of a good sales story
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Colleague bashing is great fun. I had my fun.

What do we 

do now?
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Some thoughts for a better world

Thought #1: Give savings for MS Mustership

Thought #2: Give min/max, typical values

Thought #3: For PIDs: CFD or performance monitoring only

Thought #4: Discuss savings also for off-design conditions

Thought #5: Consider / estimate take-up of measure

Thought #6: Be realistic in payback expectations

Thought #7: Make performance-based contracts

PID = Propulsion Improving Devices
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7 discussed in HullPIC paper – hopefully realistically

7 options discussed in HullPIC 2020 paper

(hullpic.info, then downloads)

• propeller cleaning, trim opt., performance 

monitoring, PIDs, air lubrication, WAPS, 

speed reduction

PID = propulsion improving device

WAPS = wind assisted propulsion systems
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Conclusion 1/3: The numbers are too high, generally

• deliberately

• unintentionally

“true lies”
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Conclusion 2/3: Base figures on performance monitoring

… rather than spot checks from model tests or sea trials
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Conclusion 3/3: Healthy mistrust, but adopt fuel saving measures

Accept uncertainty as part of (business) life

Doing nothing is not the best option!
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Truth (and age) gets better with wine

Thank 

you!
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